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There was great rejoicing in England over what was regarded
as a diplomatic defeat of Russia, and Beaconsfield used a
grandiloquent phrase about bringing back " peace with
honour " ; but the ultimate results of the settlement were not
altogether what had been expected.
Take, for example, the subsequent history of Bulgaria. The
expectation that it would be " in the pocket " of the Czar was
entirely falsified. In accordance with the terms of the treaty
Russian officials organised the government and the army, and
a relation of the Czar's (Prince Alexander of Battenberg)
became its ruler; but a national anti-Russian party grew so
strong that the Prince was forced to put himself at its head, and
in 1883 the Russian officials were expelled from the country.
Two years later " Eastern Rumelia " declared itself united to
the rest of Bulgaria. The Powers made a formal protest; but
now that it had been demonstrated that the new state was not
under Russian influence they took no active steps in the matter,
and eventually recognised the " Big Bulgaria." Furthermore,
when the Greeks invaded it, claiming a part of Rumelia for
themselves, the Powers compelled them to desist by a blockade
of their coasts.
Again, the rebuff to Russia in south-eastern Europe impelled
that Power to concentrate more than ever on expansion in Asia.
The Conquest of Turkestan (1880) brought it into contact
with Persia and Afghanistan. British fears for India were
redoubled, and this led to a rivalry for influence over those
two " buffer states " which was a constant source of anxiety
and embarrassment to British Governments for a -quarter of
a century.
Yet again the encouragement given to the Balkan ambitions
of Austria (so obviously supported by Germany) led to per-
petual unrest in those regions, culminating in the Great War.
Lastly, although Bismarck had managed to reprieve his
Dreikaiserbund for a year or two, it was henceforth obviously
on its last legs. Though he had claimed to hold the balance
evenly between Russia and Austria, he could not disguise that

